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PRESIDENT & VP'S REPORT
KATHERINE HUTKA & SARAH BRICKELL
This year, strengthening CPSAC
processes and procedures was a priority
and will continue to be a priority in
2020-2021. As CPSAC grows, we are
working to ensure consistent
professionalism from all our members,
CPS volunteers, and the Board of
Directors in our dealings with
stakeholders, caregivers, partners, and
with each other.

Each year, our annual report
creates an opportunity to
reflect on successes and look
forward to opportunities ahead.
While in many respects this
edition is no different, this
report captures an
extraordinary time for the
Child Passenger Safety
Association of Canada. Today,
CPSAC’s network extends
across Canada, and our
members are holding more
courses, clinics, outreach
events, and car seat checks
than ever before.

Collaborating with partners and aligning
CPSAC’s best practices alongside
professional associations with parallel
goals has consumed much of the Board’s
time. These overarching commitments
complement the momentum that was
building throughout a year underscored
by many exciting accomplishments.
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PRESIDENT &
VP'S REPORT

In September, the CPSAC Board
approved doubling the previous year’s
budget in support of CPS Week
activities across Canada. These
activities increase the scope and reach
of our combined efforts in the
communities we serve. Members
reported greater exposure in media,
more community engagement, and an
enhanced sense of professionalism
using the tools, inspiration, and support
provided by this initiative.

CONTINUED

This year, CPSAC strengthened the
quality of support that families
experience with CPSAC members through
the introduction of the Child Passenger
Safety Technician Code of Conduct.
Adapted with permission from the
National Child Passenger Safety Board
(USA), CPSAC's instructors were
consulted in the process, shaping the
Code for our Canadian membership. The
Code will be incorporated into CPSAC
policies, resources, and other materials
in the coming year.

CPSAC also provided partial funding to
support a Safe Travel for All Children
(STAC) training together with longtime
partner Child Safety Link in September
in Halifax. Three of our members,
working in healthcare settings directly
supporting the safe transportation of
children with special healthcare needs,
became certified as instructors in this
course. An additional 15 CPSTs
successfully completed the training
including 9 in the Maritimes, 2 in ON, 2
in MB and 2 in QC. Each of these
members work as rehabilitation
therapists and medical equipment
vendors and are changing the
conversation around how to better
support families within health centres
across Canada.

The CPSAC Board of Directors also sent
representation to the 2019 Kidz in
Motion conference. CPSAC participation
enabled the association to expand and
strengthen connections with
manufacturers and industry partners, and
to raise CPSAC’s voice in the larger
conversation internationally. These
conversations continue as we explore
possibilities for aligning with similar
programs and organizations, and
opportunities for collaboration in the
future. We also brought information back
from this conference for our members
through the Speaker Series webinars
from manufacturers, as well as
presentations on the LATCH manual,
global CPS standards, and soft skills
including microaggressions. A session on
identifying teachable moments and
empathy is planned for 2020.

We are proud to say that our
organization was able to provide so
much value in areas that members
indicated they needed enhanced
support, while keeping the fee for
membership at the same low rate for
the past 5 years.
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PRESIDENT &
VP'S REPORT

We heard that our members were very
satisfied with the administrative
support from registration and info, the
training course, CPS Week supports,
policies, the newsletter, tools and
resources for technicians, especially the
webinars. Members also largely report
that they are satisfied with our website,
ongoing member recognition efforts
and also the AGM - three things that
were identified as needing
improvement in the previous member's
survey. Members also indicated that
assessment and evaluation tools for
instructor candidates are providing
clearer expectations and guidance.

CONTINUED

Introducing formalized positions for
volunteers who support Board work is
still in the early stages, but leaders in
our local and national communities
have been volunteering their time to
ensure CPSAC is providing strong
member support as we grow and
encouraging the growth of communitybased car seat networks.
This past year focused on enhancing the
value of communications, information
sharing, and engagement with CPSAC’s
membership. CPSAC’s Board of Directors
sought more opportunities to collect
feedback from members and celebrate
individual successes.

Our mission accurately reflects the view
of 96% of the members and 82% agree
that the new Code of Conduct reflects
their expectations of the members.
In this survey, however, we did identify
areas for improvement, including
members looking for more networking
opportunities and technical assistance
that may include phone support or inperson opportunities to work together.

The Members’ Survey collected feedback
from members in 2019 and the feedback
is providing direction for CPSAC's
upcoming strategic planning process.

Almost all respondents are comfortable
documenting seat checks, but there is a
strong demand for a mobile seat check
app, with 84% indicating they would
use one, if available.

The overwhelming majority of
our members agree that CPSAC
demonstrates the values of
excellence, cooperation,
education, respect, and
compassion.
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PRESIDENT &
VP'S REPORT

We want to thank all members for
taking the time to share their views and
experiences in the 2019 member survey.

CONTINUED

We also thank you for all that
you do, every day, to help
families keep their children
safe. Together we will move
forward to provide better
resources for technicians and
instructors to work effectively
and to better communicate
those supports.

Members expressed a desire for the work
they do to be recognized by municipal
and provincial organizations and valued
by community organizations and
caregivers, but they also expressed that
they struggled with compassion fatigue
and volunteer burnout.
Members want clear CPSAC branded
graphics and resources to share with
parents and caregivers. Members wanted
more resources in French as well.
We also had members asking for support
that we already have in place. This tells
us that we need to better highlight
existing resources and make them easier
to find and access.

In the pages that follow you will find
the year’s highlights of CPSAC’s
program and policy developments. As
always, our organization simply couldn’t
have grown to improve its presence
across Canada without the incredible
leadership of our Board of Directors,
unwavering dedication of our members,
and loyal support of volunteers. This is
a time of remarkable potential and
opportunity for CPSAC in Canada and
we are so thankful we are all in this
together.

Our members also expressed that they
wanted more transparency and clear
communication on the feedback and
discipline process.

Katherine Hutka
President

Sarah Brickell
Vice President
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MEMBER OF
THE YEAR
ERAN JALBERT JONES

We appreciate the work that all
members do for child passenger safety,
but it is especially wonderful to see
what peers and colleagues have to say
about those who stand out in their
community. We recognize contributions
throughout the year with the All Star
program, and from this year’s nominees
we have chosen to highlight as Member
of the Year, a CPST who received
several nominations from those she
works closest with.

“If there is a tech who fully
embodies the CPSAC vision,
it is our wonderful member
Eran. She takes time out of
each day to complete
checks and help local
parents in our community
group. Eran also spends a
great deal of time engaging
and meeting with local and
provincial officials in her
tireless effort to change the
laws involving child
passengers.”

Eran came to advocate for child
passenger safety following her own
personal tragedy. Eran lost two children
and a close family member in a motor
vehicle collision caused by a reckless
driver more than 6 years ago. Although
her children were secured according to
the legal minimums that day, they were
not adequately protected. Eran has
made it her life’s mission to raise
awareness for better regulation and
legislation for car seats and booster
seats in Canada, while also working
one-on-one to support families in her
local region.

The multiple nominations
speak to the influence and
transformative effect that
Eran’s work has had on the
local community, province,
and beyond.
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MEMBER OF
THE YEAR

“When Eran is not lobbying government,
she is educating parents through
multiple Facebook groups, participating
in clinics, partnering with the
multicultural centre and the First
Nations Under One Sky centre in
Fredericton.”

ERAN JALBERT JONES
CONTINUED
Thank you Eran for your
determination and commitment to
child passenger safety in New
Brunswick and across Canada.
Thank you for all you do for
families and caregivers in your
community!

“Eran is completely devoted to the
safety of Canadian children and I
cannot think of someone more
deserving of a pat on the back. She is
an absolute joy to work with and I love
seeing all her hard work come to
fruition.”

"Eran deserves member of the year for
her never-ending commitment to
helping parents and caregivers in
keeping their children safe in the
vehicle. She goes above and beyond to
make sure she's available for seat
checks, safety talks, and meetings, even
as a busy working mom.“

“Eran is one of the most caring and
humble people that I have ever had the
privilege to know and work with. She is
incredibly knowledgeable and will do
whatever she can to help anyone that
comes to her to find a safe seat. If they
can’t afford to purchase one, she finds a
way to get one donated.”

“Since receiving her certification, Eran
has been able to do something that
hasn't been done in over 10 years in NB.
With conviction and tenacity, she has
courageously shared her story and
achieved the accomplishment of having
all provincial political parties, and some
federal political parties, talking about
child passenger safety with a likelihood
of changing laws here in NB.”

When asked what being honoured as a
CPSAC member means to her, Eran
said:“Being a tech means I can help
keep children safe and keep my
children’s memory alive. It’s their
legacy. Together we can be the change
and advocate for safer safety standards
in Canada.”
Follow Eran’s journey at:
#hailieandtrentslaw
#raisetheminimums
#justiceforhailietrentandchristine

“Her mission to not only change the
laws, but to ensure that each child has
a proper seat, is beyond inspiring.”
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The second annual CPS Week grant
program built on the success of the
introductory 2018 program, and funded
five large grant projects and multiple
smaller projects across the country.

CPS WEEK
REPORT
CPS Week activities were
held across Canada during
the month of September. We
were able to increase the
scope and reach of our
combined efforts with
double the budget of the
previous year.
Members organized and led a wide range
of events including car seat clinics, CPST
training, workshops, booths and
presentations at exhibitions and fairs,
presentations and workshops for
families, roadside stops with law
enforcement, car seat disposal and
recycling events, and school
presentations.
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Members reported greater exposure in
media, more community engagement,
and an enhanced sense of
professionalism using the tools,
inspiration, and support provided by this
initiative.

Hundreds of families were
reached, and hundreds of
children are riding safer!

Technicians and instructors worked in
collaboration and cooperation with a
wide range of community partners and
we commend members for building
networks and reaching out into their
communities during this initiative. We
hope that partnerships continue to grow
and flourish.

CPS WEEK
REPORT

We are grateful for the huge growth in
industry support, and were pleased to
see the manufacturer support and
recognition of the tremendous work
members do in their communities.
CPSAC would like to thank each of our
sponsors for their support in 2019:

CONTINUED

Members stepped up and
put themselves out on
social media more than ever
before, including live
broadcasts on Facebook,
Twitter, and Instagram on
Seat Check Saturday.

All CPSAC members who participated in
CPS Week activities were surprised with
a CPSAC-branded buff in recognition for
their participation. If you see anyone
sporting this fashionable, functional,
bilingual piece of gear you know they
participated in a CPS Week event!

And finally, a project of this scale would not be the success that it is without
substantial time investment from the hard working CPS Week team. Planning
begins months in advance and carries through until well after CPS Week wraps up.
Huge thanks to our CPS Week Grant team of Amy Ells, Rebecka Mayne, Stacey
Gudmundsson, and Marwa Khattab for the successful launch, administration, and
ongoing reporting of this grant program, Emma Nauffts for member graphic
support, with valuable communications and media support from Erin MacDonald
and administrative and finance support from Jen Shapka and Wendy Neville.
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CPS WEEK
2019
PHOTO GALLERY

Eran Jalbert Jones during CPS Week
event in Woodstock, NB

CPS Week Clinic, Ottawa, ON

CPS Week in
Sault Ste Marie, ON

CPS Week STAC training, Halifax, NS

Clinic set up CPS Week,
Hawkesbury, ON
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Winnipeg, MB
CPS Week clinic

CPS WEEK
2019
PHOTO GALLERY

CPS Week, New Maryland, NB

CPS Week mega clinic, Coquitlam, BC

St. Bruno, QC
CPS Week

CPS Event in Fort McMurray, AB

CPS Week info table,
Montreal, QC

CPS Week clinic, East Hants, NS
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REGISTRATION
REPORT

JEN SHAPKA

2019 saw a record
number of CPST training
courses and new
technicians join us,
especially during the
busiest months of AprilMay and SeptemberOctober.

They also see things with fresh eyes and
have been invaluable when it comes to
streamlining and clarifying our
communication and procedures. I am
grateful for their support and input.

Registration directly supports major
projects with partner organizations. Toys
R Us Canada’s ambitious plan to have
two CPSTs in every store by the end of
the year was realized and involved
extensive coordination with instructors
and Toys R Us.
The increased activity meant an
increased workload. CPSAC members Kim
Chapelsky (AB) and Anna Blundell (MB)
joined me to share the responsibility of
registration duties and they are now
essential members of the Registration
Team. Anna and Kim handle most of the
recertification correspondence, so if you
recertified in 2019 they were likely in
contact with you.
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Our website features continued to
evolve and improve after last year’s
redesign and we are excited to bring a
more user-friendly experience to
members. A focus for 2020 will be to
increase our recertification rate and
support more members on a longer term
basis.
I have enjoyed connecting with
members in this role, including helping
members maintain their certification,
assisting instructors with the
administrative end of CPST courses, and
working with the newly formed
Registration Team to better serve all
members.

REGISTRATION
QUICK STATS
FOR 2019

15.5%

Total number of members
as of Dec. 31, 2019: 2,258

increase in courses
taught, over 2018

14.4%
increase in total
members over 2018

RECERTIFICATION
RATE IN 2019:
29%
9% reduction compared to 2018, but on par
with previous years

NL SAW THE LARGEST DECREASE IN MEMBERS,
WITH A 24% LOSS

QC SAW THE LARGEST INCREASE IN MEMBERS,
WITH A 309% GAIN
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REGISTRATION STATS
CONTINUED

Inquiries always welcome at registration@cpsac.org
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COMMUNICATIONS
REPORT

ERIN MACDONALD

2019 was a year
focused on enhancing
the value of
communications,
information sharing
and engagement with
CPSAC’s membership.
CPSAC’s Board of Directors sought more
opportunities to collect feedback from
members, and sought member-generated
content sharing CPS work at the
community level, and celebrating
individual successes.
Additional communications work that
happened behind the scenes to support
a rapidly growing membership and an
organization with a heightened visibility
and voice in Canada and US CPS
communities, was the preparation and
planning surrounding Crisis
Communications, Media Relations and
Communications Planning, including
social media planning.
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COMMUNICATIONS
REPORT
CONTINUED

Providing our members with
the communications
resources and guidance to
responsibly amplify CPSAC’s
messages to caregivers from
coast to coast to coast, is an
important (and fun!) part of
the Association’s ongoing
communications strategy.
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Communications tools you might have
seen:
Regular and special-edition
newsletters;
#ProudToBeACPST month-long social
media campaign; and follow-up show
us your buff campaign;
Child Passenger Safety Month monthlong campaign
#ASafeRide4EveryChild;
Seat Check Saturday live videos from
events across Canada;
Infographics supporting events,
campaigns and to relay statistics or
important information;
Lighthouse Facebook Cover image;
2019 Members’ Survey;
Ongoing sharing of content
originating from the Association and
also its members who appeared in
print, radio and television media;
Ongoing support for members who
worked with media outlets;
Cross-posting content across
platforms including Facebook and
Twitter;
Creation of an Instagram account;
New phone number for media
inquiries;
Slow (but steady!) roll-out of
graphics, designs and special
communications in both official
languages!!

COMMS QUICK STATS

21
infographic and image
designs rolled out in
2019

21

newspaper, television,
radio, blog and
magazine spots
featured 11 CPSAC
members in 2019

SOCIAL
MEDIA TOOLS
CPSAC now has Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram accounts to communicate to its
Canadian members, and its Canadian and
US stakeholders

CPSAC’S FACEBOOK ACCOUNT, DURING
CHILD PASSENGER SAFETY WEEK
(MONTH!) ALONE HAD:
50 posts, including 4 live-streamed videos
from across Canada on Seat Check Saturday,
reaching a combined 10,400+ viewers!
There were also 5,853 organic engagements
in our posts on Sept. 21; and, 2,313 page
likes as of Oct. 6 (an increase of 100+ over
August 2019).
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COMMUNICATIONS
REPORT
CONTINUED

The vast majority of members who participated in the survey reported to always
read the newsletter, and the current amount of information relayed appears to have
hit a sweet spot. Members also indicated that they preferred to receive their
information updates first by newsletter, and second through the CPSAC official
Facebook page. 85.2% of our respondents are also using the CPSAC Tech Support
facebook group to share information, and indicate they like to receive information
via this less official channel, as well.
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COMMUNICATIONS
REPORT
CONTINUED
As mentioned earlier, the shifting language demographics in our membership has created
unique and exciting opportunities to reach Canadian families and newcomers with CPS
messaging. With these opportunities comes one primary challenge: The 2019 member
survey indicated that 31.25% of French-speaking techs are not receiving information in the
language of their choice.

We have a responsibility to ensure all essential communications are available in both
English and French. In order to achieve this goal, we will need French-speaking volunteers
to come forward to help achieve this goal.
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COMMUNICATIONS
REPORT
CONTINUED
The overarching communications goals for 2020 include
improving engagement and retention with our
membership.
This might be achieved through:
Maintain the current newsletter schedule and volume of content;
Continue providing opportunities for members to share their opinions,
feedback and content submissions (photos, videos, surveys/ polls, media
appearances);
Continue producing visual and graphic resources for techs that are shareable
with the wider public to support CPS stewardship and education;
Increased number of materials available in both official languages.
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MEMBER SURVEY 2019
HIGHLIGHTS

MEMBERS ARE MOST HAPPY WITH

CPST training course

administrative
support provided by
registration & info

member recognition

newsletters, tools,
resources, & webinars

THERE IS MOST ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT WITH

93% are happy with how CPSAC
demonstrates our values of
excellence, cooperation, respect,
compassion and education.

clarity of policies and
feedback procedure

support from
community partners

MEMBERS WANT, OR WANT HELP WITH

local events &
networking
opportunities

seat check app

ongoing mentoring

printables & shareable
content

FEEDBACK ALWAYS WELCOME AT INFO@CPSAC.ORG

POLICY REPORT
AMY ELLS

I am pleased to share
that during the past year,
CPSAC drafted and
launched a Code of
Conduct for its members.
This further strengthens
the quality of support
that families can expect
when reaching out to a
CPSAC member. As a
result of inquiries this
year, minor updates to
approved policies were
made to further clarify
ambiguity.

Work has continued on the creation of a
procedures manual, including all
existing organizational policies,
procedures, job descriptions and other
related pieces of information. As gaps
continue to be identified, corresponding
documents are developed. This will be
an excellent resource moving forward as
the organization continues to grow and
evolve.
Anyone with an interest in policy and a
willingness to complete work virtually
via shared documents and email should
get in touch via policy@cpsac.org as we
are always looking for help! If you have
any suggestions for items that should be
included in future updates to policies
and organizational procedure, we
welcome that feedback.
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Early in 2019, I was appointed to the
role of Coordinator of Feedback and
Discipline.

FEEDBACK REPORT
SANDRA KALYTA

Administrator duties for CPSAC’s
Facebook member’s group also moved
under the coordinator role.

Our goals for 2020 are to
streamline the feedback
and discipline process and
assist members in accessing
additional supports to grow
their child passenger safety
skill set.

The Feedback Team expanded with the
addition of members who review the
anonymous post-course feedback forms
as well as any communications that
come in through the
feedback@cpsac.org email address.
A standing pool of members was
assembled from those who had
volunteered to assist with any issues
that warranted a panel process.
The Feedback Team is working with
CPSAC’s Policy Coordinator to revise the
feedback and discipline policies and
procedures.

MERCHANDISE
REPORT

This role evolved to include volunteer
recognition as most of the stock we
maintained was sent out as prizes for
CPS Week, All-star recognition, and other
ways we thank members who support our
work.

Erin Harder fulfilled the role of
merchandise coordinator in addition to
her duties as board member. Erin
sourced a new supplier in fall 2018, but
there have been challenges and a new
supplier will need to be determined.

The Board of Directors would like to
thank Erin for her hard work in this role
and for her time as a board member.
It is our hope that someone new will
step forward for this fun and rewarding
role within the organization so that this
complimentary support can continue.

Erin also placed regular orders for name
tags to support technicians and
instructors in their work.
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SPEAKER
SERIES

2019 welcomed webinars presented by 8
different industry partners, including
technical updates from manufacturers, a
primer on international car seat
standards, a LATCH Manual update from
the publisher, and a soft skill session
about microaggressions and how to
avoid them.

We also started off
2020 with a trio of
presentations from
CPSAC members to
highlight the great work
they do in their own
communities.
Most webinars are available as
recordings on the Speaker Series page
on the CPSAC website, and can be
accessed with a member login.
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Webinars are broadcast on Zoom and
typically involve a speaker sharing a
slideshow presentation. We are grateful
for manufacturers who have taken the
time to customize their presentations
for our Canadian audience.
Webinars are announced as soon as they
are scheduled, and will appear on the
website, as a Facebook event in CPSAC
Tech Support, and in newsletters. We
encourage members to attend in person
if possible, or watch for follow up
documentation from the presenter, and
to take advantage of this conduit of
information from our industry partners.

FINANCE
REPORT

WENDY NEVILLE, CPA CA
This year was a year of
transition with newly
defined roles, and new
members in the roles of
secretary and
communications.
.

Website: This year we entered into an
agreement to fully update and integrate
our website, which was in need of an
upgrade. We now have a fully functional
website with easier access for our
members, a readily downloadable
certificate, and an integrated find-atech map. It was a big undertaking and
we are pleased with the increased
capacity and functionality.

Our focus this year was on
3 areas: website update,
CPS Week, and moving the
CPSAC triplicate form pads
from a remote inaccessible
location.

www.cpsac.org/find-a-tech
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FINANCE
REPORT

CONTINUED

CPSAC triplicate forms:
Four years ago Nuna Canada and its
distributor printed and donated 137,000
triplicate car seat check forms to CPSAC
for distribution to members, a
significant donation requiring
substantial logistical coordination. At
the time the board had found someone
to store these in British Columbia,
however, it was in such a remote
location it was not accessible to the
members in the long term.

CPS Week: We increased our budget for
CPS Week to $10,000 in grant money.
This meant that we could provide more
funding including several larger grants
to members across Canada.
The success of this program, as reported
by our members, supported the Board’s
decision to fund CPS Week at the same
level as a part of our 2020-2021 budget.
The Board was able to provide a CPSACbranded buff to everyone who attended
an event during the week as a way to
recognize each member who participated

We are happy to say that these forms
have now been relocated to hubs in
British Columbia, Alberta, and Manitoba,
and the remainder are now accessible in
a more central and accessible area in
Ottawa.
They are currently available locally free
of charge and for non-local members
they are available for shipping cost only.
In order to keep these boxes more
centralized, we entered into an
agreement with Seats for Kids in Ottawa
to store these boxes of triplicate form
pads.

Other: Other highlights this year include
a grant to support Safe Travel for all
Children training in Halifax in
September 2019; two Board members
attended the KIM conference in August
to support and cultivate new
relationships; obtaining a new telephone
number for media and other inquiries;
and, the addition of Zoom and hosting
regular webinars.

It has been a very busy year! I would like to send my thanks
to all the Board members, committee members, and CPSAC
members for their hard work.
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The Board of Directors, appointed Coordinators, and
members of Board Committees extend our sincere
thanks to you, our members, for your continued
support of CPSAC and for your work in child passenger
safety across Canada. We are looking forward to
building on the partnerships, sustained growth and
opportunities for improvement in the year to come.
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